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were. Secondly, its certainty about the existence of an after-
life of rewards and punishments. If one asks how nineteenth-
century English merchants earned the reputation of being the
most honest in the world (a very real factor in the nineteenth-
century primacy of English trade), the answer is: because hell
and heaven seemed as certain to them as to-morrow's sunrise,
and the Last Judgement as real as the week's balance-sheet. This
keen sense of moral accountancy had also much to do with the
success of self-government in the political sphere. Thirdly, its
corollary that the present life is only important as a preparation
for eternity. Exalted minds in abnormal moments may have
reached that feeling in all ages, and among primitive peoples it
has often moved mass enthusiasms. But the remarkable feature
of evangelicalism was that it carnc so largely to dispense with the
abnormal; made other-worldliness an everyday conviction and,
so to say, a business proposition; and thus induced a highly
civilized people to put pleasure in the background, and what it
conceived to be duty in the foreground, to a quite exceptional
degree.1 A text from the Epistle to the Hebrews, Mk endured
as seeing Him who is invisible', has often and very aptly been used
to commemorate General Gordon. It might equally have been
applied to Livingstone's lonely heroism in midmost Africa, to
Gladstone laying daily before God the issues of right and wrong
in national politics, to Shaftesbury championing oppressed classes
who could never conceivably reward him, to Clarkson and Wil-
berfbrce in an earlier day climbing their 'obstinate hill* to end the
slave trade and slavery; and no less truly, though on a lower
spiritual plane, to the common conscientious Victorian:
Staid Englishman, who toil and slave
From your first childhood to your grave,
And seldom spend and always save—
1 In the preface to his Sermons John Wesley saya: 'To candid reasonable men I
am not afraid to lay open what have been the inmost thoughts of my heart. I have
thought, I am a creature of a day, passing through life as an arrow through the air.
I am a spirit come from God and returning to God: just hovering over the great
gulf; till, a few moments hence, I am no more seen; I drop into an unchangeable
eternity! I want to know one thing—the way to heaven; how to land aafe on that
happy shore. God himself has condescended to teach the way; for this very end he
came from heaven. He hath written it down in a book. O give me that book!
... Let me be homo unius libri.' Written in 1747, that passage expresses the religion
of most English people between 1840 and 10*80, not only in its Bible-worship, but
even more in its business-like other-worldlinesa.

